
Lessons  
1-5 

Lessons 
6 - 10 

Lessons  
11-15 

acquire important should admirable interest stranger acknowledge haphazard racing sturdiest 

across informal showed admire inversion surprise admission happened refining televised 

action inquire support amusement knots swimmer advise happiness revision thoroughly 

airport introduce supported athletic madness telescope appearance happy runner toys 

autobiography lately telegraph athletically magic trades baggage heaviest running trial 

autograph likely television baggage medicine trading bagging hurrying sadder tried 

barely likeness their basement noticed translation beautiful impartial saddest trying 

biography lovely tracing basic package transmission blameless improved sadly unusually 

changing misinformed transform bibliography partial tripped buried incurable saying varied 

decided misjudged translate changing parting valuable careless joyous shiny version 

deport misspell transmit civilized patting valueless carriage judging shipped vision 

discontent mistaken transplant confusing people washer copied justice shipping visitor 

expensive morphograph transport conscientious perceptive whitest covered leakage shopper worried 

export performance transporting critically photograph  crying leaked skinny  

exports photographer uncover criticism photography  denial manufacturer slammed  

famous photographic uniformed deduction physicist  devise married sorely  

finial portable unreported dispel placing  diseased mishap soreness  

forgiven porter usable excessively pleasure  drying mishaps sorer  

formal really usage expressive poisonous  easy mistakes sorest  

fortunate reformed widest formless pulsate  embarrassed mistakes staying  

graphic replacement wonderful geography realize  enjoyment movement stepped  

great replacing  gotten sadness  failure packed stored  

greatly report  graphite sitting  fanciest packing storing  

hopeful reported  hats snapped  fateful perhaps strangely  

hopelessly require  hopeless spotted  fatty pitiful strangeness  

hoping requirement  hottest starless  friendly planning strangest  

imagination reusable  inquiring storage  glorious playful studying  

 



Lessons  
16-20 

Lessons  
21-25 

Lessons  
26-30 

Lessons  
31-35 

accommodate lucky accommodation modernise admittance forgot technology anonymous manage unforgettable 

admit manufacturer actually modest advice forgotten transfer belligerent manual unquestionable 

athletics mothering another occasion allotment forsaken transferred benediction manuscript  

baker noisier applied occasionally allotted growth uncontrollable bicycle mysterious  

bakes omit astronomer occur allowed healthy unhappy businesses mystical  

baking paragraph biggest philosopher anchored industrial very citation occurred  

boxer permit casualty planned approach knowledge visual concurred occurers  

burial pleasant commodity recur backache loneliness  concurrence personality  

business propel complying rephrased begin marriage  concurrers personalise  

casual receive concur stepping beginner mechanical  conductor personify  

commit repellent consistent stirred beginning mechanism  contradict physician  

complement shopping critique various characteristic melancholy  contradiction predict  

compelling shops critical visit chemical military  controlling prediction  

copying skipped currency worrying chemistry modesty  dictation probable  

denying sprayed current  cords occurrence  dictator production  

embarrassmen
t stopping durable 

 
chorus offer 

 
diction question 

 

enjoyed sunnier duration  committee omitted  dictionary rebellion  

fitness sunniest during  controlled origin  disappoint received  

friendliest sunny endurance  curtail original  disciplinary receiver  

happier supervision endure  differ permitting  edict recommended  

happiest swimming fantasies  disaster plants  educate recurred  

happily swims fantasy  disciple preferred  familiar recurrence  

hazardous unfixed funny  discipline propeller  forth recurrent  

hidden unpleasant hemisphere  echoes propelling  hymnal recurs  

imaginary unusual imagine  excel purse  hyphenated reduced  

improvement wittier inconsistent  excelled  recurring  hysterical regrettable  

informative wittiest knotted  excellence refer  impersonal rhythmical  

inquired witty likelihood  excellent safety  impersonate site  

invisible worrisome misfortune  exercise schematic  indict surrounding  

luckier wrapper model  ferry schooling  indictment symbolic  

luckiest wrapping moderate  forbid sound  magician synonym  

 wraps modern  forgive suffer  malediction synonymous  



 

Lessons  
36-40 

Lessons  
41-45 

Lessons  
46-50 

Lessons  
51-55 

acknowledged forty-one scripture antecedent raining concede rhyming affect previous 

activity four separate asterisk recede conceded rhythm between profess 

adequate fourteen story breathlessness reception concedes rhythmic clouds puncture 

admitting fourteenth submissive clothes referring dictionaries scheming coarse sacred 

appearing fourth submit conversation refusal divide sentence compare sacrifice 

beam fury subscribe created remarried exceeding succeeded confined sacrificial 

bridge hole subscription creation semicolon exceedingly succeeding constant sacrilege 

characterisation importance summarisation creature simply exercises surfaced contrary sacrilegious 

close importing summarise descriptive stories 
familiarize 

(familiarise) 
symphony 

define sentenced 

compelled indescribable summary earliest succeed individual transit definite stable 

conceivable inquiry summation enclosure  meaningless transmitting definitely state 

conception inscribe summed exceed  meant weight definition statement 

create inscription summit exceeded  omissions weighted deviate station 

deceived list sums excessive  opposite  distance surface 

deceptive misconceive unenlightened furious  preceded  equate trivial 

density misconception variance healthier  precedent  event twelve 

describe mystery varying inconceivable  preceding  eventual twenty 

description opportunity weak indispensable  procedure  finally twice 

discoveries perceive yearly infuriate  proceeded  finish twilight 

earlier perception  involvement  proceeding  finite twin 

enduring performing  mysteriously  proceedings  indefinite undefined 

equal permissible  observation  receding  indefinitely viaduct 

equation predictable  perceived  remittance  infinite weather 

equator prefurring  precede  resentment  instant  

equidistant prescribe  precedence  reservation  manicure  

equinox prescription  prepared  rhetoric  manifestation  

equivalent rebels  prescriptive  rheumatism  manipulate  

find receptive  presentation  rhinoceros  mismanage  

forties recommended  previewing  rhubarb  obvious  

fortieth regretful  proceed  rhyme  opportune  

forty rejection  quotation  rhymed  pressure  



 

Lessons  
56-60 

Lessons  
61-65 

Lessons  
66-70 

Lessons  
71-75 

advice patriot aisle mistify acquainted gracious virtue accounted multiply 

armour (armor) patriarch benefactor nutrient acquired graciousness virtuous accounting objective 

behaviour 
(behavior) 

patron beneficial nutriment acquittal identified 
 

acquiring pertaining 

centre (center) patronage benefit nutrition acquitted inexperienced  application profession 

colour (color) patronize benevolent nutritious affection knight  apply programmer 

conclusive plough (plow) benign pedal autobiographical migration  applying programming 

emigrate principal carrying pedestrian autobiography noncommittal  central project 

equally 
programme 
(program) 

classified pedicure cautious office 
 

compliance projection 

establish punctual classify qualify challenge official  comply projector 

evacuate punctuate clearance reaction classifying peril  concentrate quizzing 

favour (favor) radial coarsely reestablish compete quieted  counted refused 

favourite 
(favorite) 

radiant departmental reporter competition quitter 
 

counting rejected 

glamour (glamor) radiate equivalence sale competitor quitting  curious relocate 

grey (gray) radiation expedient signify competitors quizzed  decentralize replica 

harbour (harbor) radioactive expedition simplicity conscience quizzical  deluxe separation 

honour (honor) radiology falsify simplified conscious quoted  dislocate subject 

humour (humor) reversal horrify simplify conspicuous sandwich  eccentric successful 

immigrant sacrament identify simplifying continued sandwiches  entertain tenuous 

immigrate studied impediment stationery continuous science  fortify unprotected 

labour (labor) telephone intensify terrify deviation scientific  grammar viciousness 

migrant tyre (tire) justify two disappearance scientist  injection  

migrate vacancy malady unjustifiable equipment spacious  local  

migratory vacant malice  equipped spied  locate  

mould (mold) vacate malicious  espionage strenuous  location  

museum vacuous malignant  expedite tract  locomotive  

music vacuum managerial  experience vacation  luxurious  

neighbour 
(neighbor) 

valour (valor) modify 
 

experiment verse 
 

luxury 
 

obviously vapour (vapor) musician  fort vicious  maintain  

odour (odor) variable        

 



Lessons  
81-85 

Lessons  
86-90 

Lessons 
91-95 

Lessons 
96-100 

Lessons 
101-105 

abrupt influenza affluent  unaffected accompaniment principle appreciable  insisted advantageous outrageous 

abruptly inspection bicyclist  unanimous animal respectable appreciate inspiration antique physique 

agonize inspector bilateral unification antagonize reunion apprehensive motion audible possible 

applicant interrupt burying  unify antibodies significant automotive motive believable proclamation 

bankrupt laboratory caution unique antibody stationary  commotion motor believe relieve 

beautify multiplying certain unison antiperspirant studies comprehension offensive changeable repetition 

caravan objectionable certify unit antisocial substantial conclusion originate chargeable revelation 

categorize opportunities complicate unity antonym unified consecutive persecute compatible serviceable 

certificate pacifist concert universal categories verification conservation persistent conclude susceptible 

certifying robberies cyclic universe cautions verified decision persuasion considerable technique 

competent rupture cyclone versatile certification  defensive philosophical consist thieves 

container sight disruptive versatility certified  demote precious courageous traceable 

correctly submarine effective  companies  depreciate professional critique transmissible 

corrupt terrible effort  compensate  division promote divider visible 

corruption terrific effortless  consistency  erosion promotion exchangeable wolves 

course terrifying equilateral  denied  except prosecute excitable workable 

deter terror fluent  fluently  excite remote exclamation  

effect unconscious fluid  identification  exclusive respiration exclude  

entertainment undeniable historical  influential  execute responsive explanation  

eruption unicycle influence  insistent  execution second extraction  

exam uniform interruption  isle  exit spirit five  

examination union justification 
 judgement/ 

judgment 
 

existence spiritual horrible 
 

examine unite lateral  judicial  expand suspension include  

friendliness verify multiplication  judicious  expansion too incredible  

glorify veterinarian pacifying  justifiable  except unappreciative insist  

glorify  prehistoric  justified  expectation week inspire  

gymnasium  reunite  misjudge  expense whole knives  

historian  spying  precaution  expire  knowledgeable  

historic  superfluous  prejudge  explosive  manageable  

history  supplying  prejudice  extension  mystique  

implying  tricycle  prejudicial  inclusive  noticeable  

          



 

Lessons 
106-110 

  Lessons 
111-115 

 Lessons 
116-120 

 

absorb elaborate offering actual hospital advertise  organization 

absorption entered preferable actuality hospitality apology organize 

administration entrance preference adhere human argument possibility  

angry entry presume adhered humidity authorization prefer 

anxiety evaporate presumption adherent humidity authorize probability  

associate extraneous product adhesive incoherent awful resistible 

association formality propriety analogy irritable  awfully resistive 

assume forty-ninth reality anthropology irritate chastise responsibility 

assumption glamorize reduce apologize legal compatibility responsible 

authority hindrance reduction applicable legality compressible reversible 

collaborate humanity reference astrology logic  compression reversion 

confer humorous referral  audience  major computerize revival 

conference hungrily referred  audition majority  corruptible revive 

conferred hungry registration author morphology curiosity sensible 

conferring inconsiderate rigorous biology nineteen deductible stability 

consider inference simultaneous capable originality deductive survivable 

considerably inferred  sociable capacity ornithology desirability survive 

consideration inferring  social chronology prefers difference survivor 

considers instantaneous societies coherent prior disability truly 

consume introduction society cohesive priority duly truth 

consumption laborious spontaneous conquer psychology durability truthful 

deduce miscellaneous suffered credible replaceable duty visibility 

deodorise monstrous suffering deception sociology exhaustible vivacious 

desirable nine twenty-ninth deniable stupid exhaustion vivid 

desire nineteen undesirable entomology stupidity exhaustive  

desires nineteenth vaporize fifty theology Formalize  

desirous ninetieth variety forty-four  generosity  

differed ninety wondrous geology  geologist  

different  ninety-five  hesitant  hospitalize  

disastrous ninth  hesitate  legalize  

dissociate offered  hospitable  monstrosity  



 

Final ‘e’ 

When I add a 

morphograph to the 

end of a word do I 

keep the ‘e’ or drop 

it? If the next 

morphograph starts 

with a vowel you 

drop the ‘e’ as in 

replace + ing = 

replacing. 

 

‘Cvc’words 

For a word to be 

classified as a cvc 

word it has to be: 

short ( 4 or less 

letters) and the last 

three letters ends in 

consonant, vowel, 

consonant  

 

Do I need to double 

a letter? 

If a word is a cvc 

word and the next 

morphograph 

begins with a 

vowel then  a 

double letter is 

needed as in 

leg+ing= legging 

 

Y to I rule 

When a word ends 

with a consonant 

and a y and the next 

morphograph 

begins with 

anything except an 

i, the y becomes an 

i as in pity + ful = 

pitiful and vary + 

ed = varied 

 

Homonyms 

Some words sound 

the same but have a 

different meaning 

and are spelled 

differently, as in 

pair and pear and 

waist and waste 

‘Ous’ endings 

Words that make a 

/us/ sound at the 

end are normally 

spelled with an 

‘ous’ as in 

poisonous and 

nervous 

Dropping the final y 

When a word ends in a 

consonant and a ‘y’ do 

we need to drop the y 

when we add another 

morphograph?  If you 

hear the sound of the 

‘y’ and the sound of the 

beginning letter of the 

next morphograph you 

keep the y as in 

worry+ing = 

worrying.  If you don't 

hear both sounds, you 

drop the ‘y’ as in glory 

+ify = glorify 

The e-x rule 

If the morphograph 

ex is followed by a 

morphograph that 

begins with s, then 

drop the s as in ex + 

spect = expect and  

Ex + sist = exist 

Ageous endings 

When a word has 

the sound ageous in 

it the final e  rule 

does not apply as in 

courageous and 

outrageous 

Able or ible? 

Do we need the 

morphograph able 

or ible?  Ible is 

used for non words 

as in aud + ible = 

audible.  Able is 

used for words as 

in predict + able = 

predictable 

FER rule 

If the morphgraph 

fer is stressed, or 

said loudly when 

you say the word, 

the r doubles as  in 

refer - referred  

Prefer - preferred 

If ‘fer’ is not 

stressed, the ‘r’ 

does not double as 

in offer - offered  

Suffer-suffered  

 

-ITY rule  

When you add the 

morphograph -ity 

to the end of a 

word the 

pronuniciation 

changes as in 

author + ity = 

authority and stupid 

+ ity = stupidity 

IZE rule 

When a word has 

the /ize/ sound at 

the end of the word 

it is usually spelled 

‘ize’.  As spelling 

mastery is 

American it is 

important to note 

that in Australia we 

use the spelling 

‘ise’ and either 

combination is 

acceptable. 

 

 


